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Collectibles > Rocks, Fossils & Minerals > Meteorites & Tektites
Item: 121358725217

Sierra Shadows Meteorite over 5 ounces
webmarketer ( 83 )
Item condition: -Time left: 6d 21h (Jun 14, 2014 15:00:07 PDT)
Bid history: 0 bids
Starting bid: US $19.95
Price: US $45.00
Have one to sell?
Sell it yourself

New customers get $10 back on 1st purchase
Subject to credit approval.

Se e te rm s

Learn more

Shipping and handling

Item location: Sonora, California, United States
Shipping to: United States
Shipping
and
handling

To

Service

Estimated
delivery*

US $9.80

United
States

Expedited Shipping (USPS
Priority Mail Small Flat Rate Box)

On or before Thu.
Jun. 12 to 33936

Free Local
Pickup

United
States

Local Pickup

* Estimated delivery dates include seller's handling time, and will depend on
http://www.ebay.com/itm/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=3239&item=121358725217&rt=nc&print=all&si=mMbtytDuhjv0Eh3LTH3%2BJp50yos%3D
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shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment . Delivery times may
vary, especially during peak periods.

Return policy
Return policy details

No returns or exchanges, contact seller with questions.
Payment details
Payment method

Preferred / Accepted

Accepted

Accepted
Seller's description

Own a unique piece of Western United States GeologicalCosmological History.
The Sierra Nevada of California is a major mountain range
of the United States. In the mid-1800's, hopeful miners
crossed this range to reach the riches of the gold fields of
the Motherlode Gold Country. The Sierra Nevada is also
the home of awesome Yosemite National Park, Lake
Tahoe, several national forests and much more.
Located in the shadow of these magnificent mountains is
a meteorite field known to only a handful of explorers.
One these Elder explorers has ask me to offer his
meteorites from the Sierra Shadows Field for auction.
This meteorite is over 150 grams ( 5.5 ounces ) in weight.
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It's longest dimension is about 2 inches.
A California Registered Geologist has examined the collection site and has even collected a meteorite from the
site. He expressed the following opinion:
"(T)hese materials appear to be of extraterrestrial origin ..... based on the following observations:
The geology of the collection site does not support the deposition or generation of rocks and minerals of this nature.
Review of a number of reference materials ..... and information from the University of California at Los Angeles,
Astrophysis Department, suggest strongly that the rocks are iron and stony iron meteorites. This finding is based
on the appearance and density of the rocks, their magnetism, and their distribution in the field.
My reconnaissance of the collection area revealed the presence of a number of minerals appearing to be tektites."
Note: tektites are formed by the impact of meteorites against the Earth.

Questions and answers about this item

No questions or answers have been posted about this item.
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This page is formatted for printing and does not include all the information
contained in the listing. You must select all options to print all of the information in
the listing including the listing summary, seller's description, and images.
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